Metaphor and argumentation
Meeting philosophy at the crossroads of enterprise and society

25 May
Aula Motzo
15:00-15:15
Welcome/introduction
15:15-16:00
Tim Van Gelder
Can we achieve super-reasoning?
Building large collaborative argumentation systems
16:05-16:50
John Barnden
Ramifications concerning argumentation of a pretence-based approach to metaphor
Coffee break
17:10-17:55
Nicola Angius
From simulative programs as theories to theories of simulative programs
18:00-18:45
Giuseppe Primiero
Handling mobility failures by modal types
Lunch break

26 May
Aula Motzo
09:00-09:45
Gerard Steen
Metaphor and argumentation in discourse: a genre approach
09:50-10:35
Bipin Indurkhya and Amitash Ojha
On the role of visual metaphors in argumentation
Coffee break
11:00-11:45
Chris Fermueller
A logical perspective on argumentation
11:50-12:35
Alessandra Melas
The logic of argumentation for supporting objective coincidences: the case of Cournot’s hazard

27 May
Aula Specchi
Workshop
15:00-15:45
Alberto Mura
A Bayesian analysis of petitio principii in dialectical contexts
15:50-16:35
Pablo Cobreros
(joint work with Maria Iserte)
Logic and paradoxes. Massive online open course
Coffee break
17:00-17:45
Jean Wagemans
Are metaphorical arguments always based on the concept of analogy?
17:50-18:35
Francesco Bianchini
Reasoning by analogy, learning by analogy: Where is the boundary?
Conference dinner
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